
Healing WildLife to
Return to the
Natural World



The animals need us as much as we need them! By rehabilitating injured,illegally owned,and
sick wildlife we can give the animals a chance at life while keeping our ecosystem in balance.If
a species goes extinct this creates a rift and damages the ecosystem.

When an ecosystem is damaged other species may falter.It makes it harder to access food,
make a living, and hinders our chance as humans to survive.

This is why we must play our part by helping our furry ancestors as it ensures we will all survive.
By providing recovery services for animals illegally obtained, sick,or who have fallen prey to
illness or injury we can ensure a healthy, balanced and well-maintained ecosystem that helps
enhance the survival rate for both human and animals.

Scroll below to read our mission for wildlife

Our Mission
We are a 501c non-profit for the animals with a focus on wildlife. Rescue and/or rehome animals

from abuse, neglect or illegal possession. Raise abandoned or orphaned wildlife. Rehabilitate
injured or sick wildlife. Release raised and/or rehabbed wildlife into the wild. Recruit new wildlife
rehabbers and provide assistance through the process of getting their license and resources for

rehabbing. Making the community aware of our services and providing education on wildlife.



501 C Non-Profit!!!
The Center became a registered non-profit in 2020 with the
State of CT and Guide Star . We are able to accept personal

and company donations with you or your company
receiving a letter from us for tax purposes. Please consider
us as your charity for donations through your employer, or
as your beneficiary in your will. There are many other ways

to help us, please contact us at
ClawsNPawsRehabCtr@gmail.com

 

Guide Star: https://www.guidestar.org/profile/84-2220665

In The News!!!
WFSB Channel 3 showcased our Center. Click on the photo
to see the video and read the article! Contact us if you want

more information!

https://www.guidestar.org/profile/84-2220665


“No act of kindness, no
matter how small, is ever

wasted.”
Aesop

https://www.wfsb.com/news/new-britain-wildlife-rehab-center-is-in-need-of-donations/article_ab646be0-5697-11eb-9ddb-677ec1f9eced.html?block_id=994091&fbclid=IwAR0BQRghgZv3kaAowM_hxO-YIxHilVr9r4GGKNAQUGdBecICqBb3wjQQCyY

